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PCM TRANSMISSION WITH MINIMUM MEAN-SQUARE ERROR

G. C. CLARK and R. E. TOTTY
Advanced Communications Department
Radiation Incorporated
Melbourne, Florida

Summary     One source of error in PCM transmission of analog waveform is the bit
errors made in the binary sequences representing a particular level. Using a mean-square
error criterion, the contribution of this (channel) error to the overall reconstruction error
is examined. In particular, general simplified error expressions are derived for arbitrary
sequence assignments including error correcting coding. Results are given for the power
gain resulting from use of several error correcting codes. The criterion used here is
mean- square error (rather than word probability of error) and the coded sequence is
constrained to occupy the same time interval as the uncoiled sequence.

Transmission Without Error-Correction Coding    Various aspects of the problem of
transmitting analog data via PCM have been treated recently by several authors [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6]. If time samples of the analog signal are to be transmitted, the two
sources of error are the quantization error and the error caused by the incorrect detection
of the binary digits (referred to here as channel error). It may be shown [6] that when the
mean-square error criterion is used the total error is given by the sum of the quantization
error and the channel error provided that the quantization is done optimally (minimizes
the mean-square error between the unquantized and quantized data sample). Under these
conditions the channel error may be examined separately to determine its contribution to
the total error.

The procedure for optimum quantization is as follows. Consider a data sample x with an
arbitrary continuous probability density function. Divide the range of x into K adjacent
intervals, I1, . . . IK with some value in the ith interval (say xi) to be used as the
transmitted value whenever x takes any value in the ith interval. Then the quantization is
done optionally whenever the xi are taken as the conditional means on the ith intervals,
and the end points of the intervals are located halfway between two xi [1]. In particular,
when the probability density function is uniform the procedure results in K equally
probable, equally spaced data points. If K=2N, each xi may be associated with an N-bit
binary sequence Bi

N This sequence is transmitted, received, and decoded as some xi. if x
^

denotes the quantized version of x and x* denotes the received data points, the channel
error is given by



(1)

If x is uniform over (0, 1) and if the sequence assignment is made according to the
natural binary ordering (i.e. the smallest data point is associated with 00 ... 0, the next
smallest with 00 , . . 01, etc. ) equation (1) has the form [4], [5],

(2)

where the subscripts Nu indicate that the distribution is uniform and each data point is
represented by N binary digits; p is the bit error probability and each bit error is assumed
to occur independently of any other.

Other sequence assignments will in general result in error expressions different from (2).
It has been conjectured [3] and proven [7] that for the uniform case, sequence
assignments according to the natural binary ordering results in a minimum mean-square
error.

Suppose that the data points are required to be equally spaced (a common practical
procedure). This results, in general, in the data points not being equally probable. It
might then be possible to arrange the sequence assignments to take into account the non-
uniform distribution. Rather than attempting to seek the best assignment for a particular
distribution, we have obtained upper and lower bounds on the mean square channel error
incurred by uniformally quantizing non-uniform data and making the sequence
assignments according to the natural binary ordering. It is shown in the sequel that the
maximum value of the channel error is taken on when the first data point occurs with
probability one. If ,K

2 denotes the channel error for an arbitrary distribution, it follows
after some algebra that

(3) 

where it can be demonst2 ated that this lower bound is obtained whenever the (2N-1)th
data point occurs with probability one. Numerical results for K=2, .. ., 8 are given below.



Note that the width of the bound (from equation (3)) is no bigger than p2 , or since ,Ku
2 is

proportional to p, the percentage deviation is no bigger than 300 p. It is seen that the
error ,K

2 is very tightly “trapped” around ,Ku
2 for even moderately small values of p.

That is, the mean square error obtained by uniformly quantizing data samples with
arbitrary distributions is insignificantly different from the error which would have been
obtained had the distribution been uniform. Hence the contribution to the mean square
error due to bit error is approximately 1/3 p when the data is uniformly quantized
regardless of the probability distribution. Unfortunately one is no longer assured that
these errors are strictly additive.

In the next section, we derive some simplified expressions for ,2 for arbitrary
assignments where group coding may be used to reduce the effect of bit errors. Finally,
the power gain obtained by using group coding is examined where the coded sequence
must occupy the some time interval. The comparison is made on an equal mean square
error basis.

Transmission With Error Correction Coding    A set of N=2k equally spaced data
points, corresponding to the numbers 0 through N-1, is to be transmitted over a noisy
channel. The scheme to be used is shown in Figure 1 and may be described briefly as
follows. Each of the N data points is first represented by an ordinary k digit binary
number. The assignment is made in the usual fashion with 00 ---- 000 corresponding to
0, 00 ---- 001 corresponding to 1, 00 ---- 010 corresponding to 2, etc. A typical binary
number is prepared for transmission by first passing it through a device which generates
a new k digit binary number by making each digit in the new number a linear
combination of the digits in the old number. This operation has the effect of rearranging
the order of the data points. The re-ordered binary number is next encoded using a
systematic (n, k) group code. The code word is then transmitted over a noisy channel;
detected one digit at a time, decoded using a maximum likelihood decoding table, and



finally retransformed so that the original ordering of the data is obtained. Due to both the
noisy channel and the inability of the decoder to correct all mistakes, some of the
received data points will be in error.

Since the data points are ordered, a meaningful measure of this error is the mean-
squared error criterion. In the following sections an expression will be derived for the
mean-squared error which occur-s for an arbitrary probability distribution of data, a least
upper bound will be obtained for the mean-squared error which occurs when the
probability distribution of data assumes the worst possible form, and a simplified
computational algorithm will be presented for obtaining the mean squared error when the
data is uniformly distributed.

Description of the Data Channel    Let the original binary numbers representing the
input data be denoted Xo, X1, . . ., XN-1 where Xo corresponds to 000---00, X1 corresponds
to 000-01, etc. The binary numbers at the output of the linear device are denoted Yo,
Y1, . . . YN-1 where Yj is related to Xj through the matrix equation

 Yj = MXj (4)

In (4), M is a N by N square matrix consisting only of “zeros” and “ones”, multiplication
is carried out as usual, and all additions are modulo-two.

The elements of the (n, k) group code are denoted Ao , A1 , ---  AN-1 where Ao

corresponds to Yo , A1 corresponds Y1 , etc. At the receiver decoding is accomplished by
means of a standard array of the form

 
(5) 

where r denotes digit-by-digit modulo-two addition, and the Sj represents the correctable
error patterns. A received word is decoded by first locating it in the above table and then
decoding it as the code word which heads the column in which it is located.

Finally the binary numbers appearing at the output of the decoder are denoted Wo, W1, --- 
WN-1, and the binary numbers appearing at the output of the inverse-linear-device are
denoted Zo, Z1, - - -,  ZN-1. The relationship between the Z’s and the W’s is given by



(6)

The mean-squared error in question is given by

(7)

where P(Xj, Zi) is the joint probability of Xj and Zj . P (Xj, Zi ) may be expanded as

(8)

where P(Xj) is the a priori probability of occurrence of the Jth data point and P(Zi *Xi) is
the conditional probability of Zi given Xj. Since the two linear devices and the encoder
are completely deterministic, P(Zi *Xj) becomes

(9)

and (7) may be rewritten

(10)

The conditional probability P(Wi *Aj) in (10) is determined entirely by the (n, k) group
code and the decoding table.

If we let h [A] be the Hamming weight of the binary number A (i.e. the number of “ones”
in A), the transitional probability P(Wi *Aj ) may be rewritten with the aid of (5) as

where p is the bit error probability on the channel.



 The exponent in (11) may be rewritten

(12a)

(12b)
(12b) follows as a result of the closure property of group codes. The subscript, m, may be
determined as follows. Ai, Aj and Am are the code words representing Yi, Yj, and Ym , and
consequently can be obtained as some linear transformation of Yi, Yj and Ym . The Y’s
are in turn related to the X’s by a second linear transformation. Consequently the A’s are
a linear transformation of the X’s and may be written

                                                    (13)

Thus

Since the X’s are ordinary binary number s, the subscript m corresponds to the binary
number which is the modulo-two sum of i and j. That is

(14)
Using (12a, b) we may rewrite (11) as

(15)

where m is given by (14).

Derivation of Least Upper Bound     Now suppose that the nth data point occurs with
probability one. Denoting the mean-squared error associated with this distribution as ,n

2 ,
and making use of (10) we obtain

(16)



Making use of (15), and letting (Xn-Zi) = t, (16) becomes

(17)

where h, by virtue of (14) is given by

(18)

Since h takes on all integer values from 0 to N-1 we could just as well have used h as a
summation index in (17). In this case (17) may be written

(19)

In the special case when n=0 it follows directly from (16) that ,o
2 may be written

(20)

Thus

(21)

Referring to Appendix A we see that h and t must always satisfy the relationship

h $ t. (22)
Since P(Wh *Ao) must always be greater than zero, it follows that

(23)

Equation (23) states that the mean- square error which is obtained when the data point, 0,
occurs with probability one is greater than or equal to the mean square error which is
obtained when any other data point occurs with probability one. For the most general
distribution of input data the mean square error is of the form



(24)

where

Since ,o $ ,n

(25)

and

(26)

Consequently the mean squared error is a maximum, when the data point 0 occurs with
probability one. This permits one to find an upper bound on the mean-squared error for
any linear coding scheme.

Mean Squared Error for Uniformly Distributed Data    An expression will now be
derived for the case of uniformly distributed data. For this case (10) becomes

(27)

Making use of (15) and rearranging the order of the summation

(28)

where Xj = Zi q Zm .



Further making use of the theorem of Appendix B we have

(29)

Where Zmp is the pth binary digit of the binary number Zm.

Some Specific Results Using Single Error Correcting Hamming Codes    In this
section we present some specific results using the (7, 4), (9, 5), (10, 6), (11, 7) and
(12, 8) single-error-correcting Hamming Codes. The performance of these codes is
measured by first computing the mean-square error as a function of the bit error
probability, p, which, under the assumption of gaussian noise, may be simply related to
the signal-to-noise ratio on the channel. Now, if one further requires the coded sequence
to be transmitted in exactly the same length of time as the uncoded sequence the
difference in transmitter power required to achieve the same mean square error is easily
calculated. The results of this calculation are shown in Figures (2) and (3). In Figure (2)
the power gain (or loss) available through the use of coding when the mean square error
criterion is used is shown as a function of the bit error probability p (on the uncoded
channel) for the (9, 5), (10, 6), (11, 7), and (12, 8) codes. In Figure (3) the power gain
available using the (7, 4) code is shown when mean square error is used as a criterion of
goodness and also when word error probability is used as a criterion of goodness. It is
interesting to observe that the performance achievable on the basis of work error
probability is somewhat better than that achievable on the basis of mean-square error. In
particular the crossover points where coding causes a power loss occur in such a fashion
that for some values of p one criterion shows a small gain in power whereas the other
shows a small loss.

The curves shown in Figures (2) and (3) were computed with the aid of the 7090 digital
computer. The procedure was quite straightforward and only a few points are worthy of
mention. First of all the k digit binary representation of the data point was not re-ordered
(as described earlier) prior to the encoding operation. Consequently, the first k digits in
every code word were identical to the binary representation of the data point while the
last n-k digits constituted the necessary parity digits. Some work has been done on re-
ordering the data points so as to further reduce the mean-square error but so far no
significant results have been achieved. The second point worth mentioning involves the
construction of the maximum likelihood decoding table. Except for the (7, 4) code which
is perfect, some choice must be made as to which double error patterns to correct. It was
arbitrarily decided to make these correctable error patterns cyclic shifts of 000 ... 101. A
different choice may well have yielded somewhat different results.



APPENDIX A

Theorem:  Let N, T and S be ordinary binary numbers such that

N q (N + T) = S

where q denotes modulo two addition and+ denotes ordinary addition, then

S $ T

for any N and any T.

Proof:  The ordinary sum N + T can be expressed under modulo two assition as

N + T = N r T r C

where C is the binary number which supplies the carry. Thus we may write

N r (N + T) = T r C = S.

Now, the left-hand most “1” in C must occur in a position where both N and T are
simultaneously zero since a “1” carried to a position where one or more “ones” already
exist always causes a “one” to be carried one position to the left. Thus C always
increases the value of T since the left hand most modulo two sum always changes a
“zero” to a “one”. This proves the inequality. In the special case where C contains only
“zeros” the equality is satisfied.

APPENDIX B

Theorem:  Let ai denote the n digit binary number i, let aik denote the kth digit of the
binary number i, and let the symbol r stand for digit-by-digit modulo two addition.
Then, if aj takes on the appropriate set of values such that

ai r aj = am (1)

for a given m and all values of i,

(2)



Proof:  ai, aj may be expanded in powers of 2 as follows

(3)

(4)

Thus

(5)

Carrying out the square operation and introducing the dummy index we have

We next carry out t e summation over i. it is easi y seen rom an examination of a list of
all binary number s f rom 0 to 2n -1 that the kth and tth digits assume the value 1
simultaneously exactly one fourth of the time except when k=t. Thus

(7a)

and

(7b)



or

(7c)

where *kt is the Kronecker delta.

Also, since j assumes all possible values in the course of summing over i, an identical
expression holds for the summation of ajkajt .

Now consider the summation over i of aikaht. By virtue of (2)

(8)

For given values of m and t, amt can take on the value one or the value zero. Consider
first the case when amt  assumes the value zero. Then (8) is identical to (7a, b). For the
case in which amt is one, the tth digit of ai is complimented and

(9)

Combining the above results into a single expression (8) becomes

(10)

An identical expression is obviously valid for the summation over aikait .



Now, using (7c) and (10) plus the identical expressions for
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Figure 1. Schematic Representation of Data Channel.



Figure 2. Power gain available versus the bit error probability, p, on the uncoded
channel for the (9, 5), (10, 6), (11, 7) and (12, 8) single-error-correcting
Hamming Codes when mean-square error is used as a criterion of goodness.

Figure 3. Power gain available versus the bit error probability, p, on the uncoded
channel for the (7, 4) single-error-correcting Hamming Code when mean-
square error is used as a criterion of goodness and when word error
probability is used as a criterion of goodness.


